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When the word “fundamentalist” is uttered, what sorts of images come to mind? For 

some, the idea of an uneducated, unenlightened, intolerant individual – who also happens to be a 

Christian – is an unavoidable result. If one is honest, fundamentalist is often used in such a 

pejorative fashion, and for this reason many seek to avoid being labeled in such a way. This is 

because of the fact that for some the name of the movement known as fundamentalism is “an 

unkind word for the more extreme versions of evangelicalism” (Hill, 2003, p. 247). Within the 

popular media, the descriptions can be far worse. Harvey Cox, a professor of divinity at Harvard 

University, in an article in The Boston Globe, historically describes fundamentalists as “ultra-

conservative American Protestants” (2009, ¶ 1). Dr. Cox goes on to say the following about 

modern day fundamentalism in general: 

As the 20th century ended and a new one began, fundamentalism has taken on more 

formidable shapes, both politically and religiously. Though most of its adherents work 

through spiritual and educational channels, the small minority that turn to violence have 

caught the media’s attention. If some seem ready to die for faith, others are ready to kill 

for it, gunning down abortion doctors in church, hijacking planes, and exploding bombs 

at weddings. For plenty of thoughtful people, fundamentalism has come to represent the 

most dangerous threat to open societies since the fall of communism. (¶ 4) 

Is fundamentalism a potentially dangerous movement that poses a worldwide threat of this great 

magnitude? It might surprise the reader that although the word fundamentalist can be used in this 

fashion, the historical origin of the name is far more benign. Furthermore, there is a sense in 

which anyone who bears the name “Christian” (properly understood) should also bear the name 

“fundamentalist.” In order to understand the meaning of this statement, it is therefore necessary 
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to consider the history behind the name “fundamentalist.” To do this, a series of religious works 

known as The Fundamentals will need to be explored. 

 In order to gain a better understanding of the issues that led to the publication of The 

Fundamentals, the historical events leading to this event need to be considered. Several 

movements that took place in the 19
th

 century had an enormous impact on the Christian church, 

particular in the United States. Liberal Protestant theology, most notably that stemming from 

German theology and higher criticism in such places as the University of Tubingen, led many to 

begin questioning the historicity of the Bible; as Hill puts it, because of the higher criticism of 

the school at Tubingen, “it would never be possible for scholarly Christians to read the Bible in 

the same way again” (2003, p. 227). According to Gonzalez, “the result was a widening gap 

between the simple faith of the common believer, and the ever more sophisticated interpretations 

of scholars and theologians. It was as a reaction to these theological developments that 

fundamentalism arose …” (1996, pp. 85-6). Likewise, the rise of the theory of evolution, 

popularized by the publication of Charles Darwin’s Origin of the Species in the mid-19
th

 century, 

began to cast scientific doubt upon the Bible. Hill notes that “the modern evangelical movement, 

including its more extreme fundamentalist manifestations, arose largely in response to both 

Darwin and Tubingen” (2003, p. 246). In the midst of these apparent attacks on historical 

Christianity, there arose an apparent savior in the form of Friedrich Schleiermacher, often 

considered to be the father of modern (liberal) theology. 

 At first glance, Schleiermacher would seem to be a theologian who would rescue 

Christianity from liberal and secular influences. He maintained that the one thing that 

distinguishes Christianity from other religions is found in that which is related to the redemption 

accomplished by Jesus Christ. Although this statement sounds perfectly orthodox, it really meant 
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that “any doctrine is authentically Christian if and only if it can be shown to flow directly from 

the consciousness of salvation in Christ that is common to every Christian” (Hill, 2003, p. 235). 

In practical terms, this meant it became easier to discard or discount certain doctrines that were 

not deemed “vital” to the redemption found in Jesus Christ. Hill explains: 

Some doctrines reflect this experience [of salvation in Christ] only indirectly. An 

example is the virgin birth: it is perfectly possible to be conscious of Christ’s redemption 

without holding any particular theory about how he was conceived. The doctrine of the 

Trinity and all doctrines concerning the end times and the return of Christ fall into the 

same class. Doctrines like these are not essential to Christianity, because they do not 

directly express the believer’s conscious relationship to Christ; and their difficulty and 

unlikeliness may even put off Christianity altogether. (p. 235) 

This division of necessary and unnecessary doctrines, qualified by a person’s personal and 

subjective relationship to Christ, became a standard in Christian thinking in the later portions of 

the 19
th

 century. In part, it helped give rise to the Social Gospel movement, where the “right 

actions” supplanted “right beliefs” as the purpose of Christianity. This form of Christianity was 

quite pervasive in the American church at the close of the 19
th

 century and the beginning of the 

20
th 

century. As James Nichols (1956) notes, “In the first decade and a half of the twentieth 

century the ‘social gospel’ established itself in the official structure of the Protestant churches” 

(p. 281). The result, however, was that the Social Gospel was “often associated with more liberal 

trends in theology” (Noll, 2002, p. 133). According to McCune, “the theoretical underpinnings 

(philosophical and theological) for the social gospel are patently Enlightenment-liberal in origin 

and content” (1998, p. 16). While it may be undeniable that some social good did come out of 

the movement, it was “a submovement within religious liberalism, with a certain view of man 
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and history governing its rationale” (Ahlstrom, 1972, p. 786). This liberal view of Christianity 

included at least the following hallmarks, according to Shelley: “(1) the evolutionary philosophy 

applied to religion; (2) the optimistic view of man centering in his religious experience; and (3) 

the moralistic conception of God, who can so readily be ‘found’ in man” (2008, p. 434). In the 

life of the church, this meant that “the appeal was now to the ‘social teachings’ of Jesus and the 

prophets with little or no reference to the sources of renewal in forgiveness or their nurture in the 

communion of the faithful or the means of grace. … The criterion for the vitality of a 

congregation was now no longer the prayer meeting … but the social activity of the people” (J. 

Nichols, p. 280-81). These factors helped set the stage for what became known as the 

Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy and the publication of The Fundamentals in the early 

20
th

 century. 

 The Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy, which took place over the first three decades 

of the 20
th

 century, involved American Protestants from virtually every denomination and 

resulted in “a cultural contest that continues to affect Christians” (Groothuis, 2000, p. 263). The 

Modernists were the theological liberals of the day, who “wanted to accommodate the critics 

who saw biblical supernaturalism as irrational and out of step with the times” (Groothius, p. 263-

64). In addition, the desire of these theological liberals was to adjust “traditional Christianity in 

order to preserve Protestant morality and the privileged position of Protestant churches in 

American culture” (Hart, 1997, p. 625). Walker states that “by the dawn of the twentieth century, 

the liberals had won a place for themselves in many denominations” (1970, p. 517). According to 

Groothius, “belief in God, the importance – although not the plenary inspiration and inerrancy – 

of the Bible and the ethical teachings of Jesus were retained, but doctrines such as the virgin 

birth of Christ, his deity, his literal resurrection and his second coming were deemed 
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mythological and inessential to Christian faith” (p. 264). In contrast, the Fundamentalists 

represented a counterpart to the Modernists, and some (mainly those who were academics) 

attempted “to defend a traditional view of the faith through intellectual means” (Noll, 2002, p. 

144). The Fundamentalists were, therefore, considered the conservatives of the day, and stood 

against to their Modernist opponents. It was a dispute that centered around doctrine, as Wells 

(2008) notes: 

Liberals said Christianity was about deeds, not creeds. They said it was about life, not 

doctrine. Their conservative opponents, the fundamentalists, insisted that Christianity was 

about creeds as well as deeds. It was about doctrine as well as life. They came to define 

their distinction from liberalism, as they should have, in terms of their creeds and 

doctrines. (p. 5). 

The doctrinal differences between the Fundamentalists and the Modernists were subsequently 

erupted into controversy after the publication of The Fundamentals. 

 The name “Fundamentalist” itself is generally considered to have been derived from a 

series of books published from 1910-1915. Shelley (2008) tells the story in this way: 

Fundamentalism is usually dated from a series of twelve small books published from 

1910 to 1915 containing articles and essays designed to defend fundamental Christian 

truths. Three million copies of the books were sent free to theological students, Christian 

ministers, and missionaries all over the world. (p. 433) 

The collection of books was entitled The Fundamentals: A Testimony to the Truth. Two wealthy 

oilmen from southern California, Lyman and Milton Stewart, financed the project. The brothers 

enlisted two pastors, A.C. Dixon and R.A. Torrey, to help compile the materials in the works. As 

Torrey (2003) himself describes the effort in the preface to the works: 
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In 1909 God moved two Christian laymen to set aside a large sum of money for issuing 

twelve volumes that would set forth the fundamentals of the Christian faith, and which 

were to be sent free to ministers of the gospel, missionaries, Sunday School 

superintendents, and others engaged in aggressive Christian work throughout the English 

speaking world. (n.p.) 

In all, a total of sixty-four authors were chosen to appear in The Fundamentals.  A wide variety 

of Protestantism was represented among the contributors, from American premillennialists to 

English Keswickians; from E.Y. Mullins of Southern Baptist Seminary to B.B. Warfield of 

Princeton Seminary (Shelley, p. 433). In short, The Fundamentals represented a sort of mini-

ecumenical movement within conservative Protestantism. The Fundamentals “gave analytical 

expression to the issues facing conservatives, exposed the unbelief of liberalism and liberal 

functionaries, expounded the truths of Scripture, and gave publicity to men and causes who stood 

for evangelism and the fundamentals of the faith” (McCune, 1998, p. 22). This Protestant 

movement sought to preserve conservative ideals within Christianity. 

 Equally noteworthy are the actual fundamentals within The Fundamentals. Which 

subjects were discussed in the book, and what doctrines were considered most important? It 

might surprise the modern day reader to learn that there were only a handful of central doctrines 

that were emphasized. It was “only a few doctrines [that] stood at the core of the faith in this 

worldview – inerrancy of Scripture and Christ’s virgin birth, atonement, resurrection, and power 

to work miracles …” (White, Weeks, and Rosell, 1986, p. 98).
1
 Stated more emphatically, these 

five core doctrines were considered to be those beliefs which were necessary to be held in order 

to properly be called a Christian. Inerrancy meant believing the Bible was the true word of God 

                                                 
1
 White, Weeks, and Rosell also note that some groups added another necessary core doctrine to this list: the belief 

in the second coming of Jesus Christ. 
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and free from error. Jesus really was born of the Virgin Mary. He worked authentic miracles 

during His earthly ministry. His death upon the cross was an atoning substitutionary sacrifice 

that paid the debt for sin and reconciled believers to God. He rose physically from the dead on 

the third day. For some, it may be astounding to consider that these beliefs were disputed by 

many in the early 20
th

 century who bore the name Christian, including many pastors and other 

church leaders. However, it may also be comforting and encouraging to consider that these core 

beliefs united many conservative Protestants to work together in order to defend the faith against 

the onslaught of modernism. 

 If one doubts the offensiveness and divisiveness of these core doctrines, two events 

following the publishing of The Fundamentals and the ensuing Fundamentalist-Modernist 

Controversy should be sufficient proof. The first was a controversial sermon preached by the 

Baptist preacher Harry Emerson Fosdick (who, ironically, pastored a Presbyterian church at the 

time). According to Stephen Nichols, Fosdick was “America's most beloved pastor in the 1920s” 

(2008, p. 99). In 1922, he preached a sermon (broadcast via radio) entitled “Shall the 

Fundamentalists Win?” Fosdick made clear his disdain for the doctrines in The Fundamentals, 

with statements such as these: 

It is interesting to note where the Fundamentalists are driving in their stakes to mark out 

the deadline of doctrine around the church, across which no one is to pass except on 

terms of agreement. They insist that we must all believe in the historicity of certain 

special miracles, preeminently the virgin birth of our Lord; that we must believe in a 

special theory of inspiration—that the original documents of the Scripture, which of 

course we no longer possess, were inerrantly dictated to men a good deal as a man might 

dictate to a stenographer; that we must believe in a special theory of the Atonement—that 
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the blood of our Lord, shed in a substitutionary death, placates an alienated Deity and 

makes possible welcome for the returning sinner; and that we must believe in the second 

coming of our Lord upon the clouds of heaven to set up a millennium here, as the only 

way in which God can bring history to a worthy denouement. Such are some of the stakes 

which are being driven to mark a deadline of doctrine around the church.
2
 

Fosdick was answered by one of the heroes of the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy, J. 

Gresham Machen, most notably in his famous book Christianity and Liberalism, first published 

in 1923. These were not two different kinds of Christianity, according to Machen, but two 

different religions. As Stephen Nichols states, “to Machen, one was Christianity and the other 

was something altogether different” (p. 117). The controversy, at the very least, served to expose 

the differences between the two groups. 

The second objection to The Fundamentals was a document entitled “The Auburn 

Affirmation” (so named because of a professor at Auburn Theological Seminary in Auburn, New 

York, who was instrumental in drafting the document), signed by 150 pastors and elders of the 

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
3
 As with Fosdick, each of the five fundamentals was 

specifically rejected. The Auburn Affirmation serves as a written contradistinction to The 

Fundamentals. Though it was a reaction against the work, it served to provide a document that 

recorded the vast differences between the individuals on both sides of the controversy. 

                                                 
2
 The text of this sermon may be found at http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5070 (accessed April 4, 2010). It should 

be noted, with some measure of historical irony, that the rhetoric, as well as some of the arguments, of Fosdick was 

virtually repeated in a convocation address given by another Baptist a half-century later. Dr. Roy Honeycutt, 

President of Southern Baptist Seminary, delivered a sermon entitled “To Your Tents O Israel!” in August of 1984. 

In the sermon, Honeycutt compared the struggle with the fundamentalists of his day (whom he called “inerrantists”) 

as a “holy war” and described his opponents as “twentieth-century Judaizers.” For the full text of this convocation 

sermon, see http://tinyurl.com/yjxan2x (accessed March 31, 2010). 
3
 The full text of the Auburn Affirmation may be found by going to the following website: 

http://www.pcahistory.org/documents/auburntext.html (accessed April 5, 2010). 
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The aftermath of the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy was full of winners and 

losers, and it had a huge impact on the American church in the 20
th

 century. The Modernists did 

indeed win among the Presbyterians in the northern United States. Both Fosdick and Machen 

found themselves removed from their denominations, albeit for different reasons. The name 

“fundamentalist” began to take on a negative connotation, particularly after the infamous Scopes 

Monkey Trial of 1925. Thiselton states that “in later years fundamentalism came to denote an 

unduly defensive and obscurantist attitude which was anti-scholarly, anti-intellectual and anti-

cultural. For this reason many conservative theologians who might be regarded as heirs of the 

original fundamentalists disown the label today” (1995, pp. 611-12). The negative associations 

led many conservatives to jettison the name “fundamentalists” and instead utilize the name 

“evangelical.” Fundamentalist became “a convenient pejorative label for those [liberals] 

regarded as obscurantists. Liberals generally used the word for all evangelicals” (Murray, 2000, 

p. 17). 

Many of the same battles may be seen even today in the 21
st
 century church. 

Conservatives battle progressives and evangelicals battle liberals. The battle cry of “deeds, not 

creeds” is still uttered, but this time by those considered to be within the evangelical camp. Yet 

the war will not be won with battle cries or by fixating on names, whether positive or negative. 

The war will not be won either by maligning doctrine or truncating the Christian life. The war is 

fought and won by remaining faithful to the Christian message, the faith that has been revealed 

by God and given to His people. It is a faith that has been handed down to the saints (Jude 3), 

with a doctrine that must be kept sound and pure (Titus 2:1, 7). May God continue to raise up 

faithful Christians who will stand firm on His eternal truths, and may The Fundamentals remind 

Christians everyone of the necessity of this noble endeavor. 
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